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A $700 Million Challenge?

“…including UDIs on claims would entail significant
technological challenges, costs, and risks to normal claims
processing…”
- Marilyn Tavenner, CMS Administrator
Feb 2015 response to Senator Warren

Let’s Try to Estimate Savings…
Perspective: Start with hospitals
– Hospitals as the entry of UDI into health care
– Hospitals will assume the cost/burden of adopting UDI

Specific areas of interest:
– Hospital supply chain
– Specific clinical areas
– While remaining open to other areas to tackle in the
future
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It’s Complicated

https://www.rfidjournal.com/purchase-access?type=Article&id=12728&r=%2Farticles%2Fview%3F12728
http://drwes.blogspot.com/2012_01_01_archive.html
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Areas of Cost and Savings for Hospitals
Area

Labor

Cost
•
•
•
•

Installation costs
Process setup
Software upkeep/training
Interoperability between systems

•
•
•
•

Evidence based decisions
Reduced order entry time/reconciliation
Reduced inventory on hand
Less time on recalls

• Information to use for contracting
• Better demand forecasting/reduced
waste
• Increased visibility to products on hand

Supplies

Capital
Equipment

Savings

• UDI equipment (scanners and
software)
• Equipment upkeep
• Cloud storage

• Right product in the room

• Reduced area for storage

Building

Other
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• Tracking outcomes/complications of the
devices to order the best products
• Payment tracking
• True cost per case

Framework and Challenges
Framework
– Perspective: Hospitals looking at supply chain
– Timeframe: Time to ROI (1 year, 5 years,….)
– Costs/savings: list of areas

Challenges
– Supply chain systems need upgrading
– UDI is only a portion of this
– Hard to disentangle benefits from point of use scanning and UDI

– Heterogeneity of hospitals
– “Seen one hospital system, you have seen one hospital system”
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Cost and Value
Annual estimated global costs:
•
•

•
•

Recall handling costs of $2B - $4B
– Typical medical device recall can take up to about 2 days of effort within a
hospital setting
Inventory
– Inventory estimates $516B
– Financing costs estimated at $33B
– Inventory management costs estimated at $53B - $65B
Obsolescence costs of $33B
Data cleansing and order process error resolution estimated at $2B - $5B

Annual estimated global value:
•
•
•
•

Recall handling costs savings estimated at $1B
Inventory management cost reduction estimated at $6B - $8B
Reduced product obsolescence $19B - $27B
Efficient transactions accuracy savings estimated at $1 - $2B
Source: McKinsey & Co., Strength in unity: The promise of global standards in healthcare, October 2012

Moving Forward and Adapting
Can we create a “toolkit” for hospitals to input own data?
• Share the charts and tables we have created
• Avoid having to find data or waiting for it to be created
• Start the conversation

Goal

• Framework publication
•

Help hospitals explore the ROI of UDI adoption on their own

• Create tool for entering in own data
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